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Main Functions of Sonix 2.4G Talking Pen:

1. MP3 function: download and listen to whatever songs you like;
2. Talking Pen provides listening, reading, repeating, pronunciation correction
3. Following reading, recording and translation from words through paragraphs systematically
4. Power saving -- Talking Pen can automatically power off when it is not in operation for 5 minutes
(or more than 5 minutes)
5. Once the audio contents are downloaded, Talking Pen can be used anywhere and anytime
6. Multiple audio-enabled books are available, a great number of book resources can be done into
one pen.
7. A new way to learn-Talking Pen will make storybook, poems, rhymes, etc.
8. Built in different games to test the knowledge the children have learnt and memorized from the
lesson.

 

2.4G Talking Pen's Applications

Read out what and where you point are the distinct characteristics of our translating pens. With
simple, point and read operation, our reading pens are now widely used in the areas of early learning,
teaching aids, tapping recognition, scene explanation and so on.
1)Kids’ education: kids’ books, kids land pad, kids maps, stories, growing diaries, audio photo
albums…
2)Students’ learning: teaching materials, dictionaries, words cards, audio lesson tally book…
3) Adults’ learning: languages learning, tourism manual, Bible reading, Buddhist reading, audio tally
book…
4) Special applications: identity identify, anti-counterfeiting, audio maps, blind people’s learning, video
classes, voice control machine, Museum cultural relics explanations…

 

Our Services

The service we offered:

A. Product design, mold development as required;
B. PCB board design and development as required;
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C. Design of books;
D. Printing of books;
E. Adding stealth codes for customers;
F. Recording of books;
G. Editing scripts of books;
H. Manufacture

 

Packing & Delivery

Packing

Different packaging:
1. bare pen packing: in PP bages, then bubble bag
2. pen with book: in gift box / package
3. customized
(Our Multi languages Interactive Reading Pen package accept customized)
Packaging List:
Qty: 10pcs/ctn.      N.W.:13KG/ctn    G.W.: 13.5KG/ctn
Shipping carton size: 42*32*30cm

 

 

Product link：https://www.accotech.net/?p=19751
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